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Welcome Mr Jones
Dear Parents, Carers and friends of
the academy
Since my arrival as Principal of Globe
Academy in June I have been very
impressed and inspired by the
welcome I have received from
parents, carers, children and staff. I
have spent most of my time during
the summer term meeting new
colleagues and children. This period
has helped me to recognise areas that
the academy does really well and
identify aspects that need to be
developed to further improve the
learning experience for our students.
Our mission at Globe Academy is to
prepare our students for university
and for them to be leaders in their
communities. I am confident that with
your support and with the continued
hard work from staff and children we
will be able to see our students fulfil
their aspirations and make a positive
contribution to society.
Our culture of high expectation and
achievement requires hard work and
self-discipline. Globe Academy is calm
and orderly and our school
community is well mannered and
respectful to one another.
With the right teaching and support,
every child can realise their potential.
We do everything possible to ensure
that every child achieves expectations
for their age, every year.

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’

I expect all of our students to
make excellent progress. To this
end, as from 6 September Globe
Academy will not give permission
for any child to take time off
during term time for holidays or
foreign visits. The only exception
to this will be in the unfortunate
circumstances of family
bereavement. I hope you share
my desire to maximise learning
time for our children and support
the academy by ensuring that
your child regularly comes to
school on time, in full school
uniform and with a positive
attitude towards learning.

Finally, I would like to take
this opportunity to say that I
am excited about the future
at Globe Academy. We have
the foundations and
commitment to be a truly
outstanding academy that
fully prepares our young
people with the skills and
personality needed to be
highly successful at
university and in their
chosen careers.

Globe Academy has many
fantastic opportunities outside of
the classroom , some of which
you will read about in this
newsletter.
In September, I will look forward
to welcoming our new arrivals of
staff and especially the new
children joining our reception
class and our year 7’s.

Mr Matt Jones
Principal

As is usual at this time of year we
have a few members of staff
leaving the academy to develop
their careers and I would
personally like to thank all of
them for their dedication and
service at Globe Academy and
wish them the very best of luck in
their new roles.
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Learning and having fun in Science
Year 8 pupils were investigating
different species of plants and
animals in a habitat. They demonstrated how working collaboratively as a team can help them
to achieve their goals. A good
example of outdoor learning and
understanding how science
works in the real world.
Ms Ghunney
Science teacher

Elbrus take on the Big Dance project
On the 6 July Globe Academy was invited to perform
at the Old Royal Navy grounds in Greenwich as a part
of the Big Dance celebration project. Ten different
primary and secondary schools came together for a
day of dance amongst professional companies such
as the English National Ballet.
The year 7 Elbrus girls performed their Aladdin
routine and were absolutely fantastic. The organisers
thought the girls were excellent role models for
other schools and requested our attendance for next
year.
Congratulations to all who were involved, another
very successful performance.
Miss Derya Maci
Teacher of Dance

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Junior Maths Challenge Success 2012
Pupils at Globe
Academy achieved
2 gold, 1 silver and
4 bronze in this
year’s UKMT Junior
Maths Challenge.
Over 240,000 pupils from across the
UK sat the Junior
Maths Challenge
with roughly 6%
receiving a gold certificate, the next 13% silver and the next 21%
bronze.
Congratulations to our medallist Alex Nicholson, Gulzar Uddin and Hilliam Tung (gold), Daezhon Swan (silver), Tsipora St. Claire Knights,
Matthew Thompson, Paul Akabogu, and Larisha Apete (bronze).
Special congratulations to Hilliam Tung for achieving the highest overall marks in the school.
Sample questions from this year’s Junior Maths challenge include:
Beatrix looks at the word JUNIOR in a mirror.
How many of the reflected letters never look the same as the original,
no matter how Beatrix holds the mirror?
A1

B2

C3

D4

E5

There were
entrants
from 14
other
schools
and the
judges of
the challenge were
impressed
by the
quality of the presentation of
the design solutions and the
overall ideas.
We look forward to our pupils
entering more design challenges and hopefully with the
same success.
Well done, all of their work
will be displayed shortly for
everyone to see.
Mr M Willbourn, Dean of
Students

In the following expression, each □ is to be replaced with either + or –
in such a way that the result of the calculation is 100.
123 □ 45 □ 67 □ 89
The number of + signs used is p and the number of – signs used is m.
What is the value of p – m?
A -3

B -1

C0

D1

E3

Ms Saphana Miggins-Johnson
Maths teacher

Arantxa Martinez

Globe Pupils Win National Design
Challenge
I am proud to report that following our entry to this competition we
won not only the individual first prize but the team first prize as
well. This is a marvellous achievement for all of the pupils involved.
The individual prize was won by Merecedesz Musincki Year 8,she
wins £100 and a trophy and the team prize was won by Arantxa
Martinez with Adriana Bowen, they share £100 and a trophy each.

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’

Mercedesz Musincki
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Kilimanjaro
Globe Academy High Fliers-Dismissing the Stereotypes about Teenagers!
During seventeen years in education I have come across
a plethora of amazing children who have, in a variety of
ways, shown their brilliance and gone on to shine
brightly, much to my delight.
Today I want to share some good news about two of my
Year 11s, my Head boy and Head Girl no less. Let me tell
you all about Olamide Ajala and Ackeem Durrant.
Olamide Ajala is diminutive but don’t be fooled, she
stands tall among her peers as an exemplary student
who is on track to achieve straight A*-B grades in her
chosen GCSE courses and has already banked Maths,
French and passed DT, English and Science modules. In
addition she has already achieved an asset language
qualification for Yoruba in which she is fluent; she is a
proud of exponent of Nigeria. Olamide so impressed a
group of sponsors at a recent interview that she was
awarded a $7,000 dollar
scholarship to attend an
International Summer
School at Phillips Exeter
Academy in Boston, USA
where she will have the
opportunity to study
Philosophy and
Astronomy amongst a
number of challenging
subjects.
There is no time that
Olamide doesn’t excel
and she has won
numerous accolades such as second place in the Jack
Petchey Speakout competition, the Jack Petchey
Outstanding Achiever award which was voted by her
peers and of course the Headteachers Award, not
including the mass of certificates for all subject areas
she has received over the years.

In her spare time Olamide is a valued member of her
community and is a member of an organisation called
The Chosen Generation which she says “aims to
enlighten and bring vulnerable youths out of gang
culture.” Olamide gives up her time to support the
development of her peers in and out of school and has
great ambitions which I am sure she will fulfil.

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’

She told me “I know it is a big dream but I hope to
cure cancer in the future because you taught me
that no dream is too big to achieve.” Olamide is
truly a gem and I know that she will go on to do
brilliant things that will make the world a better
place for us all.
My Head Boy is Ackeem
Durrant, a truly special
and outstanding young
man who towers over
his peers physically but
who stands beside them
in times of need and is
always there to support
them and ensure their
voice is heard at every
School Council meeting.
Ackeem was born in
Jamaica, came to England as a primary school
student and has risen to the highest position in his
secondary school. Like Olamide, Ackeem is on
track to achieve straight A*-B grades in his GCSEs
and has already banked B grades for RE and
Maths. His list of achievements is long I have no
idea where to start! In school he has been
awarded the Head teachers award, Prefect of the
month, Tutor award, Student leader award as well
as sporting accolades for Football and Athletics.
Outside of school he was awarded the Jack
Petchey award for achievement and recently
received Best Overall Student from the
Metropolitan Police in The Young leaders for Safer
Cities project.
The fact is Ackeem can do anything he puts his
mind to but his dreams lie in media. He told me
that “I have set up my own Business and am CEO
of “Most Official Records” and was chosen to be
lead video editor in a comedy film series
documenting life at a recording studio. I also work
with 'Faces Out,’ a YouTube channel that
promotes musicians, dancers and actors and I am
also a recording artist that promotes positivity
through my music.
Continued...
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...Continued — Globe Academy High Fliers
In 10 years I see myself having a career, working as a
freelance 3d illustrator, videographer and animator
and being world renowned for VFX.
I intend to achieve this by being proactive and putting
myself out there in terms of building my experience
and getting all the knowledge I can. I would then like
to study philosophy and ethics in my later years when
I have done what I’ve planned.” I have no idea where
he will find the time but I have no doubt that he will
do it all!

The students spent the afternoon being shown
around the hotel, looking at the different rooms,
conference suites and restaurants that are available
to book for meetings, or use for leisure time. They
were able to interview the head chef to find out his
top tips for preparing different kinds of pastries, and
he demonstrated ways of icing and decorating
different cakes.

I asked these two wonderful teenagers to send a
message to other young people and this is what they
asked me to pass on:
Olamide: "A man is but the product of his thoughts.
What he thinks, he becomes."
Mahatma Gandhi-spiritual leader
Ackeem: “You’re only truly dead when your name is
forgotten, so what can you do to ensure you live
forever?”
As an educator I get to see first hand the brilliance
that exists in our children. The media would have us
believe that the youth of today is lost but I have found
two out of many, many, many amazing and exemplary
youths who are shining examples to make us all feel
proud. I am truly blessed to know them and to know
that the next generation are about to change the
world for the better...it really is good news.
Ms. C. Fernandes
Headteacher, Kilimanjaro

At the end of the afternoon, having collected as
much information as they could, the group were
then able to relax in the lounge enjoying a traditional afternoon tea with cucumber sandwiches,
ham sandwiches and salmon sandwiches. There
were scones with jam and clotted cream, mini
cheese cakes, mini cup cakes, macaroons and handmade truffles, all washed down with a cup of Earl
Grey!
Ms Sarah Dibley,
Food Technology teacher

Year 10 Catering - Visit The
London Bridge Hotel
On Wednesday 11 July a group of 17 students were
welcomed into the 4* London Bridge Hotel. The students are currently working towards their controlled
assessment for the GCSE which will be completed next
year and the visit forms part of their research. The
assessment asks them to research ‘Afternoon Tea’ in
the UK to find out why it is so popular and which particular cakes are the most popular, so they can then
recreate an afternoon tea in their catering class.

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Diamond Jubilee Review
It was certainly a privilege to
have been a part of the Diamond
Jubilee celebration on the
grounds of Buckingham Palace.
Two colleagues and myself
alongside three Globe Academy
students were nominated by the
Head teacher of our school (Ms C
Fernandes) to attend the
Diamond Jubilee concert on
Monday 4 June 2012.
I was very excited and even
more so when I received my
posh gold and white invitation
which was in itself stunning to
look at.
The questions that soon came
rushing to me were:
What should I wear?
Who are the Artists that will be
performing at the concert?
Will I be on the telly?
And of course, will I meet the
Queen?
I know that it sounds silly but
even those thoughts were
exciting.

We used this opportunity to take
some photographs and make
acquaintance with others as
excited as us in the queue.
We were not alone I can assure you
as there were what seemed to be
thousands of other excited
celebrants in the queue.
We were given free Diamond Jubilee flags as we queued and after a
while the line started to move. All in the crowd cheered,
we moved in line swiftly forward to see what would
happen next.
We were in. Passport checks and body searches out of the
way. We were all given a golden plastic goody bag which
had Buckingham Palace written on it and in it was a bottle
of water, Jamaican ginger cake, a programme for the night
and a rain Mac, just in case it rained. It drizzled but we
didn’t care, because we were in Buckingham Palace.
It wasn’t too long before the concert started and what a
joy that was. We cheered for
various members of the Royal
family as they arrived in our joy
of being part of this celebration.
Whilst among people we had
never met before, we felt free
to laugh together, dance
together and shout out the
words of numerous songs
together, what a celebration!
The day and night was truly a
memorable one, definitely one that I will never forget. I
have framed my invitation and often show it off to friends
and family.
Thanks to Ark for this once in a
lifetime opportunity given to
us and our students.

On the day, we arrived early at
the gates of Buckingham Palace
and queued up for a few hours in
anticipation of what the evening
would bring.

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’

Sheila Winston-Martyn
Dean of Students, Kilimanjaro
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Tronador celebrate the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee
To celebrate the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee, Tronador
pupils spent the day learning all about the monarchy and
why it was being celebrated.
The day started with an assembly to look back at the
Queens’ reign and to share with the children some of the
fantastic events which were being held throughout the
country.

The children were able to come to school in
red, white and blue clothing as well as bring in
their own special jubilee packed lunch. The
whole school ate their lunch together and
finished off with a brilliant party in the playground! It ended with everybody singing the
national anthem!
Thank you to everyone for all their hard work.
Ms Sam Colburn
Deputy Headteacher, Tronador

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Tronador visit to Marchant’s Hill
On the 18 June year 6 and some of the year 5s went to an
amazing place called Marchants Hill and we had a wonderful
time. We stayed in Bethany House and we shared rooms
with our mates. The beds were comfortable and you were
supplied with pillows and nice woolly covers so we thought
that was incredibly respectful. The activities were outstanding and it was nice to be out of our comfort zones and
conquered our fears, we loved it and had the most
extraordinary time of our lives! The food was tasty and
mouth watering. Our favourite activities were: Raft building,
power fan and aero ball.
By Jodie and Rasel Bhaskara, Tronador

Tronador Debate Mate
Our fantastic year 5 and 6 classes have been taking part in Debate Mate
which is a programme set up by qualified debaters. There we learned
some amazing skills such as point of information, PEEL (Point, explanation example, link) and rebuttal. We had some exceptionally good debaters on our team (including me!). We came second out of 32 London
schools. The best bit was the taking part as I learned a number of new
things.
Ayaan Ali – Bhaskara
Tronador

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Tronador Olympic week
As we all know the London 2012 Olympics are
fast approaching and to give our pupils an
insight into what it is all about, Tronador
organised a week of activities based around this
theme.
The week began with a fantastic opening parade
where the pupils dressed up in colours from a
particular Olympic country, carried flags and
bunting and chanted songs throughout.
Ms White also gave a rousing speech where she
declared the Olympic week well and truly open.
The children learnt so much about the Olympics
from the mascots Wenlock and Manderville to
the sportsmen and women taking part to the
venues and lots more.
We also organised a mini Olympics for all the
different Key Stages where the children were
placed into Houses for the events – these were
called Lords, Wimbledon, Wembley and Greenwich – and were named after places that the
Olympic events will take place at. The children
worked towards gaining points for their house
and each winning house in each key stage was
awarded a House trophy as well as individual
medals. We hope to continue with these houses
in September and have a lot more competitions
for the children.
The children all had a fantastic week and
hopefully when the Olympics do start, they will
be able to understand a lot more. Thank you to
everyone in Tronador for all their hard work
during the week.
Ms Sam Colburn
Deputy Headteacher
Tronador

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Tronador Science Day
On Wednesday 13 June
So it was back
Tronador held a special
to practising
science day to learn about the
hard to be
heart and to raise money for
ready to aim
the British Heart Foundation.
for victory in
Children participated in
the final. This
different activities ranging
time, the cards
from heart dissection, to pulse
included two
rate monitoring and also took
digit numbers
part in a range of sporting
which was an
activities such as circuits,
extra
Zumba and yoga. We managed to raise £140.00 and
challenge to prepare for. The final again involved eight
learned lots of new information about how to keep the schools, the top four from the two first round
heart healthy.
competitions. Murat, Jodie and Leona put their brains
to the test again and concentrated hard on trying to be
Ms Tamesin Kendall
the quickest to find the solutions. When the results
Tronador
were announced... we had come fifth. So
unfortunately we didn’t win the trophy this year but it
was a great experience taking part and Murat, Jodie
and Leona are already busy coaching children from
Year 5 so we can try again next year!
Three of the best

24 Maths Competition

mathematicians
Ms Catherine Blackman
from Tronador
Tronador
School recently
competed against
other local primary
schools in the 24
Maths
The idea for holding this fund-raising event was the
Competition,
brain-child of members of the Student Council
hoping to be
crowned champions of Southwark. This competition is whose desire it is to make the playground more
appealing for our children.
a challenge of mental maths skills. A card is shown
with four numbers and the challenge is to make the
This event was held on Friday 18 May. Some of the
number 24.
attractions included Bric-a-brac, face painting,
novelty cakes, chocolate tombola and sports
Example 24 challenge: Make 24 using 9, 8, 3, and 4.
activities. Parents and friends supported this
Answer: 9 – 3 = 6, 8 - 4 = 4, 6 x 4 = 24
venture wholeheartedly and at the end of the
evening we managed to raise the sum of £353.41.
Our chosen mathematicians were Murat, Jodie and

Tronador’s Summer Fair

Leona from Year 6 who all practised extremely hard in
order to be ready to take on the challengers from
other schools. Eight schools took part in a first round
knockout competition with only the top four making it
through to the final. Murat, Jodie and Leona had to
keep their concentration as they competed against
various other children racing to be the first to find the
solution each time. At the end we counted up the
points they had won and waited nervously to see if we
had been successful in making it through to the final.
The results were announced and... we had come in
fourth place, making it through to the final!

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’

Similar events are planned for the coming academic
year with the emphasis and thrust on developing a
better outdoor environment for all.
The Student Council is always open to suggestions
as to how we can work collaboratively in order to
meet the aims of a successful school community.
Marie Williams
School Council Leader
Tronador
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McKinley
students bar-b-que
visit Chateau Beaumont
Year 6 transition

In June, the whole of Globe Academy lower school had one of my favourite events: Olympic week! It was to prepare us for the Olympic Games that were happening in London. It went on from Monday to Thursday and during

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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On 29 of June,
students from
my small school
McKinley went
on the much
awaited
education,
language and activity visit to Château Beaumont,
situated in Mayenne, Southern Normandy, France.
The trip took place from Monday 29 June until Friday
2 July 2012.
On the Friday
morning,
everyone was
buzzing with
excitement.
We all arrived
at school at
around 6.am,
crowding
around the gates with our suitcases and parents.
I, like many others, were really looking forward to this
trip, as I was eager to experience France in a real life
situation, ready to get involved in its culture and use
my French skills to communicate. It was slow going on
the coach, but we passed the boredom with song
singing and games, not to mention the deafening
cheers when we set off.

The Chateau
provided us with
special French
cuisine, including
crepes, frogs
legs, and snails.
Unsurprisingly,
the frog legs weren’t met with much enthusiasm, but
many of us had a go and tried it. The staff at the
Chateau had also set up excursions to a Marché de
Laval (a French market), Mont Michel, and le centre
commercial (a shopping mall). As well as organising
trips for us, the staff prepared activities, such as
Zipwire, archery, swimming, aeroball, nightline, and
night-time activities such as discos, and French nights.
We weren’t the only ones who had a good time.
Teachers who accompanied us were Ms Toro,
Ms Baldwin, Ms Dibley, Ms Akinpelu, Mr Caesar, Mr
Melloy and Mr Chadwick and of course Mr Grebe, my
French teacher and MFL Lead in McKinley.
I think I speak for everyone who attended the French
trip that we’re very grateful for organising this
fantastic trip, and of course, the adults who gave up
their free time to be with us. Thank you.
Zareen Roy-Macauley, 8K, McKinley

The trip, orchestrated mainly by Mr Grebe, was a
reward for our hard work and good behaviour all year
round.
The Château was spread over 10 acres of private
ground, with separate accommodation blocks to
house our school groups.

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Year 6 transition BBQ

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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The sun came out for our year 6 BBQ
On the only sunny day in June we had a very
successful bbq for our new pupils who are joining us
in September. The bbq was very well attended by the
pupils and their families.
We were entertained by Globe pupils who
performed musical, singing and dancing acts. We
were all very impressed by the high quality of these
acts and a huge thanks must go to the members of
staff from the Performing Arts department.
Before the pupils were allowed to enjoy the bbq they
first had to complete a Maths Challenge. This was
carried out at a very fast pace no doubt encouraged
by the wonderful aroma coming from the bbq.
Nearly all of the pupils completed the challenge
successfully.
The evening provided a very good opportunity for all
the new pupils to meet new friends as well as
meeting their new teachers. We had very positive
feed back from all of those who attended and a
special thanks must go to our Catering Manager,
Bryan who provided us with such an excellent array
of food.
Let us hope we have a more sunnier summer next
year.
Thank you everyone who attended and supported
this great event.
Mr M Willbourn
Dean of Students
Elbrus

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Performing Arts profile
It has been a very busy time for the performing
Arts department with many exciting visits to
theatres and concerts.
Our students have been performing in prestigious
venues such as the Barbican, playing to packed
houses of enthusiastic audiences.
We appreciate the amount of time students have
given to rehearsals and their commitment to the
various projects they have been involved in.
Globe Academy has many wonderfully talented
children all of whom deserve the highest praise.
This academic year we have been able to give
almost 400 children the opportunity to visit West
End Theatres to see shows such as the Lion King,
Noises Off, Wicked, A Doll’s House, Blood
Brothers and Billy Elliot. All of these theatre visits
have been FREE!
As well as visiting the theatre we have been busy
performing in the Shakespeare School’s festival at
RADA and we have recently performed OLIVER in
our own Pentagon Theatre. Our next major
academy production is a Midsummer Night’s
Dream which will be on at the Unicorn Theatre in
October.
Recently, we hosted our own Theatre Company
work experience for year 10 students who spent a
very busy two weeks working as actors. During
this time we have established firm links and long
term partnership programmes with Lambeth
College and The City of Angels Theatre Company.
We also congratulate our Year 11 BTEC Acting
class, all of whom have passed earning
themselves four GCSE grades at level A* to C.
We wish all students of the academy a very safe
and enjoyable holiday and sincere best wishes to
our graduating year 6 class.
Mr Russell Jones
Director of Performing and Visual Arts

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Performing Arts profile
Our end of year production
Year 6 and some secondary
school students have been
participating in Oliver Twistthe musical. Our favourite
song from Oliver is ‘Food
Glorious Food’ and it is really fantastic that we
get to be able to work with secondary in this
production.
Callum Mochrie and Muhith Syed-Bhaskara,
Tronador

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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Performing Arts profile
ARK Voices
On Wednesday 27 June 2012, choirs, bands, soloists and
orchestras from the Ark Network filled the Barbican main stage for
the musical event of the year: ARK VOICES.
The lights dimmed, the audience shuffled in their seats and
Tronador Choir took to the stage with their "Motown Medley". To
start off, the audience were serenaded by the soft, melodious
tones of Tronadors' star soloist, Micah Williams from year 3. This
was followed by the powerful and harmonious voices of children
from Year 1 through to year 4. As the rapturous applause filled the
hall, the children realised what a huge accomplishment their performance had been. Children from year 5 and 6
performed a number of songs with the massed choir. (Including some in different languages) They performed
amazingly and with pure professionalism.
We would like to thank Miss Brown for her help throughout
the rehearsals as well as Miss Saunders, Miss Cyrus and Miss
Shari for their help with the costumes. We'd also like to say a
big thank you to the staff who helped on the night.
Ms Janeen Wilson
Tronador

Year 10 visit to the Old Vic

Our trip to see a Doll’s House at the Young Vicyear 10 students saw this fantastic production
in July and took part in a workshop with the
directors.
Ms Emma Jones
CSL Drama
‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’

Model Kiran Cruse

Some of our students were photographic models for
Network rail’s “Rail Life” campaign making primary and
secondary students aware of the dangers of level
crossings, and their photos can be seen on the rail life
website (http://www.rail-life.co.uk)
Kieran Cruse (year 9) is the main model for the Primary school assembly! You can see it here and pull
pictures off http://www.networkrail.co.uk/levelcrossings/primary-schools-assembly-kit/
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We say farewell & welcome...
As is usual at this time of year we have a few members of staff leaving the academy to develop their careers

Dominic Baker

Munira Sader

Folami Bayode

Kerry Western

Julian Melloy

Andrea Smith

Joy De

Louise Nichols

Kelly Rose

Andrae Davis

Kieran Scanlon

Ceri Ward Jones

Des Smith
We would like to thank all of them for their dedication and service at Globe Academy and wish them the very
best of luck in their new roles.

We would like to take this opportunity to welcome the following new members of staff to Globe Academy and
wish them a very happy and successful time with us.

Dionne Bowen—English teacher

James Reid—Data Manager

Andrew Barnett—P.E. teacher

Webster N’Guessan—Maths teacher

Taylor Bellamy—P.E. teacher

Jeetendra Persaud—Head of Maths

Christina West—Art teacher

Emma Lee—Dance teacher

Layla Sehmar—Art teacher

Joshua Mansell—Media teacher

Jack Prentice—Science teacher

Clare Buxton—Head of Humanities

Zaqra Cheng—Science teacher

Tessa Palfreyman—Primary teacher

Sharon Martins—Science teacher

Rita Bahra—Every Child Counts teacher

Caroline McNiven—Geography teacher

Katie Sadaphal—Primary teacher

Vicky Walker-Nolan—Exams Officer

Chloe Holmes—Teach First English

Catherine Thomson—MFL teacher

Stephen Jinman—Deputy Head teacher

‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
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